Cleaning and
disinfecting
guideline

01. Introduction
Through this cleaning and disinfecting guideline
guarantees an efficient, hygienic cleaning
process, free from bacteria, even when the
equipment is very dirty.
This guideline has been certified by an independent laboratory:
*Speed S + Plus (v.00) cleaning instruction validation report
performed by an independent laboratory with report number
IFSC243/19Rev3.

CE

RTIFIED

For a correct maintenance of your Zumex juicer, careful
cleaning it is essential.
Zumex suggests a daily and thorough cleaning, following
these hygiene and disinfection guidelines for ensuring a
good performance and durability of your juicer.

02. Tools required for effective cleaning:
· Zumex Citric ActiveTM detergent . specially designed
for Zumex juicers and commercial juicers.
· Quaternary ammonium-based disinfectant specially
certified against Covid-19
Zumex suggests:
- Suma Bac D10, Diversey
- Alcosan VT10, Diversey
- Desincol 2, Cleanity
· Clean or new sponge /dishcloth of a material that
does not scratch the machine surfaces..
· Clean disposable paper.
· Wash point.
· Brush* supplied by Zumex for the cleaning points
which require it.
*The brush must be cleaned and sanitised by following
the instructions below.
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03. Steps required for effective
cleaning:
In the juice circulation zone, follow the specific
steps to guarantee maximum hygiene:

1. Apply Zumex Citric ActiveTM to
remove wax and pulp. Leave to act 30
seconds and remove the dirt with a
sponge.

3. Apply a antibacterial cleaner
suggested by Zumex and leave to rest
for 1 minute.

2. Rinse with water.

4. Clear with water and dry every
nook and piece with disposable paper.

CHECK OUR

Accessories
for protection
and hygiene in
our website
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04.Disassembling the
Juice Machine
Caution! For a correct cleaning process, please
follow the instructions below. Before getting
started, make sure that the machine is unplugged
from main power.

1

Take off the feeder basket.

2

Take off the feeder plate by
unscrewing the central knob.

3

Insert the long cleaning brush
into the Drain&Clean hole in
the base of the feeder, removing any residue that you may
find in the tube.

4

Turn the knobs and take off
the front cover as well as the
side outputs.

5

Take off the automatic
PulpOut System, by lifting
the assembly with the part
closest to you.

6

Remove the 2Services tap by
easily un-screwing it.

7

Remove the stainless-steel
peel chutes.

8

Press the side tabs to remove
the juice tray.

9

Unscrew the central knob of
the 1Step Kit.

10

Remove the 1Step Kit by
pulling it towards you with
the stainless-steel handles.

1

2

3

4
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6

7

8

9

10

The cleaning process for Speed S+plus
will continue in the next page.
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11

Place the blade protector
before extracting the blade.
Remove the blade by pulling
the handle towards you.
Caution! Be careful not to cut
yourself.

12

Clean the front part of the
machine and the feeder with
Citric active and a soft sponge.

13

Remove the waste baskets
from the base to empty them.
Clean inside the base with a
soft sponge.

14

Once all the parts have been
disassembled, proceed to deep
clean the machine.

11

12

13

14

Cleaning instructions
for components

Cleanliness and hygiene warnings

It is necessary to clean all parts that come into contact with the juice each day.

All the parts, with the
exception of the cover and
the tap, can be put in a
dishwasher to clean them.

It is necessary to sterilise
the machine with a
disinfectant product after
each cleaning.

Cleaning of the machine
and any of its removable
parts must be done with
a sponge soaked in Citric
Active soapy water. Do not
use scouring sponges that
could scratch the surfaces.

Rinse with plenty of water
after sterilising, in order
to remove any remaining
disinfectant.
Dry carefully all the parts
with disposable paper.
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Cleaning instructions for:

Removable components

1

Clean the blade, bottom filter,
juice tray, and peel guides
piece by piece with soapy
water and then rinse with
clean water.

2

Remove the side outputs from
the front cover.

3

Clean the side outputs and
the central part of the cover
with a soft sponge to avoid
damaging the material. Rinse
with plenty of water.

4

Clean the feeding plate with
a soft sponge to remove the
remaining particles still stuck
to it.

5

Remove the upper part of
the tap by twisting the matte
thread.

6

Clean the tube and piston with
the brush supplied with soapy
water.

1
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6

Cleaning instructions for components:

1Step Kit

DAILY
CLEANING

DAILY
CLEANING

To clean quickly, clean the 1Step Kit
assembly in a single piece under a tap or
in a dishwasher.

1

Clean the entire assembly with
a sponge and Citric Active in a
single piece under a tap. Move
the juicing heads around to
make sure that they are completely clean.

2

The assembly can also be washed in a single piece in a
dishwasher.

1

2
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Cleaning instructions for components:

Automatic PulpOut System

1

Rest the PulpOut system
on a flat surface and
disassemble the side cover,
holding it from above to
remove the ends of the
guides.

2

Remove the black upper lid
by pushing upwards on the
tabs sticking out.

3

Turn the assembly around
and place your fingers
on the sweeping belt by
pushing it outwards to
release it.

4

Remove the sweeping belt
together with the other
roller and remove both
parts.

5

All the parts can be cleaned by hand with a soft
sponge and soapy water.

6

All the parts can also be
washed in a dishwasher.

1
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DAILY
CLEANING

Keep the
filter clean
TO MAINTAIN YOUR
SELF-SERVICE STORE’S
GOOD IMAGE.
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MIDDAY
CLEANING

Recommended cleaning instructions:

Cover, 1Step Kit,
and PulpOut System

To clean the parts that have been
removed, follow the general instructions
for daily cleaning.

1

Turn the knobs and take off
the front cover as well as the
side outputs.

2

Remove the automatic
PulpOut System by lifting
the assembly with the part
closest to you.

3

Unscrew the central knob of
the 1Step Kit.

4

Remove 1Step Kit by pulling
it towards you with the
stainless-steel handles.

5

Place the blade protector
before extracting the blade.
Remove the blade by pulling
the handle towards you.
Caution! Be careful not to
cut yourself.

6

Clean the front area of the
machine with Citric Active
and a soft sponge and rinse
with a damp paper towel or
water.

1
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6

Replacing parts
For quick cleaning in the middle of the day,
we recommend having a kit with spare parts.
This Kit is made up of: cover, 1Step Kit, and
PulpOut system.
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Recommended cleaning instructions:

1Step Kit

WEEKLY
CLEANING

For deep cleaning, disassemble the
1Step Kit and clean all the parts.

1

Remove the peel ejectors
located on the sides at the
bottom.

2

The knob located on the
lower central part.

3

Lift the stainless-steel
handles.

4
5

1

2

3

4

Remove the pressing units.
Clean all the parts with
a sponge and soap, rinse
after with clean water.
All the parts can also be
washed in a dishwasher.
To perfectly eliminate the
wax inside the holes of
pressing units, spray with
Citric and wait 30 seconds
before cleaning.

5

MACHINE DISASEMBLING

is more easy
with 1Step Kit
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05.Assembling
the Juice Machine

1

2

Ensure clean waste
baskets is placed back
into the podium.
Push the blade into the
place.
Important! Remove the
blade protector before
installing the 1Step Kit.

3

Slide 1Step Kit into place.

4

Screw the central knob
firmly into the centre of the
1Step Kit.

5

Place the stainless-steel
peel chutes onto the Juice
Machine.

6

Place the tap.

7

Place the automatic
PulpOut System back into
place. Ensure it is lined up
with the motor on the left
hand side, as highlighted.

8

Place the front cover back
into place.

9

Place the feeder plate into
position and screw the
orange knob securely.

10

1
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10

Place the feeder basket into
place, twisting it firmly into
the catch, as highlighted.
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Automatic PulpOut System assemble

1

2

Feed the sweeping belt through
the gap of the metal casing until
halfway through. Place a roller
through the outside loop of the
sweeping belt.
Pull the sweeping belt and roller
through until the roller rests onto
the clip of the metal casing. Place
the second roller through the
inside loop of the sweeping belt.

3

Place the black upper lid
into the metal casing,
slotting into the groove
as highlighted.

4

Firmly push down on the tabs of
the black upper lid to secure it to
the metal casing.

1
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4

1Step Kit assemble

1

2

3

4

Rest the two circular upper
pressing units, then the
triangular lower pressing units,
onto the large metal part.

1

2

3

4

Ensure the larger holes of
the pressing units are placed
against the large metal part.
Place the small metal part
directly onto the pressing units.
Once the parts are in place,
screw the orange knob into the
large metal part.
Place both of the peel ejectors
into the triangular lower
pressing units. Ensure the clip
secures onto the large metal
part as highlighted above.
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